HOW WE’RE PREPARING
PHASE ONE:
• Construction on: Youth rooms, Nursery/preschool room(s)
• Changing south restrooms
• Opening children’s check-in area
• Flooring Part 1
• Painting
• Have check-in equipment for Children’s wing
• Trim in hallways and classrooms

PREPARE

- (verb); to put in proper condition; to make
ready or suitable or equip in advance for a
particular purpose; to put things in order.

PHASE TWO:
• Seating & furnishings in adult rooms, children and youth rooms
• Children’s entrance doors to the activity center
• Replace Activity Center’s exterior doors
• Sound engineer consult for activity center and sanctuary
• Replace trim on all rooms with new flooring
• Flooring Part 2
PHASE THREE:
• Follow through with results from sound consultant
• Follow through with window, door and foundations fixes
• Carpet & lights for the sanctuary
• Carpet for Patio room
PHASE FOUR:
• Additional tables
• New chairs for the Sanctuary
• Building evaluation for any additional needs

HOW WE’RE PREPARING OUR BUILDING
FOR THE FUTURE OF MINISTRY AT BEFC

PREPARING FOR MORE...

At BEFC we are preparing for more.

More ministry. More connections. More impact.
More growth. More hearts transformed by the
life-changing power of the Gospel.
In case you haven’t noticed, we’re making changes to our
building to help us increase our ministry potential. The work
has been divided into four phases and to help give you a big
picture of what’s planned….
• We’re flipping our youth and children’s areas to both increase
the safety and security of our children and better use the space
we have been given.
• We’re updating our paint and flooring building-wide to keep
our space inviting to visitors.
• We’re making our building more energy-efficient by replacing windows and doors.
• We’re putting new furnishings in our classrooms – from infant
through adult – which includes equipping our Extraordinary
classroom with sensory items to better accommodate both the
students and teachers who are a part of this valuable ministry.
• We’re bringing in a consultant to help maximize the use of
our sound and tech equipment
And there’s much more planned…
(For the full four-phase remodel plan see the back page of this brochure.)

God has supplied us a place to do ministry.
And we want to be good stewards of what we’ve been
given. The planned changes will help us to better use the
space we’ve been given and

increase our overall ministry potential.

But… we can’t do it without your help.

PREPARING INVOLVES ACTION
These changes won’t make themselves.
Here’s how you can help.
Volunteer: We are in need of volunteers who can help in many
ways. Immediate needs are for anyone who can help with minor construction and cleaning. Contact Nikki in the office at
608.372.9377 or office@bibleefc.org if you can help.
Give: As a congregation we voted to apply for a $50,000 line
of credit in order to help get the ball rolling on our remodel
project. But this money only scratches the surface of what is
needed to do the job. There are four phases to this project, and
as we are currently only in phase one, we have a long way to
go. Any amount you can give above your tithe helps. Listed below are several of the projects we would like to tackle. For more
information on specific ways to give to our remodel project see
the display in the foyer.
Needs:
•Window Treatments
•Building-wide furnishings
•New Windows
•New doors
•Trim
•Classroom Supplies
•New carpet
•Updated electrical work
•Additional folding tables and
chairs
•Sanctuary chairs & lighting
•TVs and tablets
•New nursery items, including
rockers and toy storage
•New gaming system for the

youth rooms
•Sound engineer for the Activity Center & Sanctuary
•Updated phone system
•Flooring
•Sensory items for the Extraordinary Classroom
•And more....

PREPARE

- (verb); to put in proper
condition; to make ready
or suitable or equip in advance for a particular purpose; to put things in order.

